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Amelia Su is simply stunned. 

Just in front of her line of sight, at the end of the distance where George Han disappeared, five rays of 

light in the sky shot straight into the sky from the ground, so that the entire cloud layer was colorful like 

a dream at this time. 

At this time, Qin Shuang and Ningyue on the other side of the wooden house were also suddenly 

refreshed because Amelia Su left the bamboo house, but when they were about to come over, they saw 

her face sluggish and looking into the distance. 

The two of them couldn’t help but follow her eyes curiously. At this look, they were almost the same as 

Amelia Su. They stared eagerly at the side where the rays of light continued, and they completely 

became the new “Wangfu Stone.” 

They are like this . , The people in the wooden house thought something was wrong, and they rushed 

out one by one. After looking at them, a group of people was equally dumbfounded. 

“That’s…” Amelia Su murmured, the next second, she suddenly remembered something, and she 

tried to rush over there with a rush on her face. 

Just as soon as she left, the energy in her body suddenly stopped her in place. 

“Why, worried about your little Airo? I’m afraid that something will happen to him, so I want to follow 

him to see?” Tian Zhiqiongqi’s voice appeared again, with a hint of ridicule in his tone. 

Amelia Su was so anxious, how could she not worry about such a big movement over there, but her 

sweetheart was in it? ! 

It’s just that she hides and suppresses this emotion most of the time. At this time, she still wants to hide 

it subconsciously, but after thinking about it, she finally nodded. 

She has always dared to love and hate, but for George Han’s current concealment, it’s just because she 

thinks it’s his hind legs. 

“Yes, I’m worried about him.” 

“Love makes people feel beautiful, and because of this kind of beauty, it can often be unforgettable and 

cover your eyes. 

It seems that you love him very much.” 

“Yes, but…” 

“Don’t worry.” He smiled: “Didn’t I say, love, will cover people’s eyes.” 

Amelia Su frowned, a little puzzled. 

“If there’s blood in the sky or some other kind of yin qi, you can go to him desperately. This also makes 

me break my word. After all, I said that he will be fine.” 



“But you should be careful. Look, what kind of lights are those.” 

Colorful rays of light! 

Amelia Su was awakened, and the whole person suddenly understood: “The so-called Xiaguang appears, 

there must be a goddess and goddess coming into the world, is that Fu Rui?” 

Hearing Amelia Su’s words, Tian Zhiqiong smiled: “En hum! “ 

This means that what he is experiencing now is no danger, but a blessing?” Amelia Su asked excitedly. 

Tian Zhiqiong said slightly: “You are quite smart, and you can reflect 

quickly enough .” 

With Tian Zhiqiong’s affirmation, Amelia Su finally let go of her worries at this time. As long as George 

Han is fine, then is the best. 

“Anyway, I’m also the Qiongqi from the sky, an ancient thing, you give me some face and maintain a 

certain amount of confidence in me.” The Qiongqi saw that Amelia Su’s mood had stabilized, and said 

softly. 

Amelia Su smiled embarrassedly, and finally nodded obediently: “Then when will he come back?” 

“I’m an ancient beast, and I’m not a fortune teller. Don’t ask me, okay? He has his own blessings. , let’s 

not worry about it.” 

“One’s life is divided into seven points of hard work and three points of fate. Don’t worry, don’t worry.” 

Seeing this guy avoid the question so mellowly, Amelia Su is also extremely helpless. From his words, 

Amelia Su can clearly feel that he seems to know something, but he is unwilling to mention it 

. 

“By the way, can we discuss something?” Tian Zhiqiongqi suddenly said. 

Amelia Su was stunned: “What?” 

“I’ve helped you detoxify, I’m very empty now, can you cultivate? At least give me some nourishment, 

otherwise, I don’t know if your little lover will come back. I know I’m going to be unable to survive.” 

“Huh?” Amelia Su was a little embarrassed: “But I…in practice…very…stupid.” 

“Stupid?” Tian Zhiqiongqi was stunned: “You really are It’s quite stupid, if it weren’t for your husband 

being so smart, I really wanted to deceive you, just your body… Forget it, I will lose a bit, and then I will 

make a deal with you.” 

“I will teach you a set of skills. How is the law?” 

“You teach me?” Amelia Su was taken aback. 

“That’s right, the cultivation base has been improved by at least a few hundred times, how about that?” 

“Is it possible?” 



“Of course, but I have a condition…” 

Chapter 3473 

“Conditions?” Amelia Su was stunned. 

In fact, Amelia Su is eager to increase her skill, at least, it means that she has more ability to protect 

herself. 

The more she can protect herself, she won’t say anything about helping George Han, but at least she 

can’t hold him back, just like Senior Sister Qin Shuang. 

Therefore, if the condition of the poor and strange is within an acceptable range, she must be willing. 

“Before saying the conditions, let me ask you a question.” Tian Zhiqiang said strangely. 

Amelia Su nodded her head like garlic. 

“He loves you very much, I can see that, you love him very much, I know this very well, but who loves 

whom more?” Tian Zhiqiongqi laughed. 

Amelia Su was taken aback for a moment, this question is difficult to ask, and, most importantly, is there 

any necessary connection between this question and the teaching of her mind? 

“Of course, there is a connection, and the connection is very close. You must 

think about it before answering me.” Tian Zhiqiongqi laughed softly. 

Amelia Su is even more puzzled, why are you so serious? 

However, since the sky is poor and strange, and she has a request for him, then she will definitely 

answer it well. 

“I think we can give everything to each other, including life and death, but I think he loves me more.” 

“Very good.” Tian Zhiqiongqi nodded. 

“By the way, why are you asking this?” 

“It’s very simple, he loves you more, and is the more passive party, so he will definitely listen to what 

you say?” Tian Zhiqiongqi asked. 

Amelia Su nodded without even thinking about it. 

As long as she has opened her mouth, no matter how difficult it is, George Han will try her best to satisfy 

her. Amelia Su naturally knows this. 

“Hey, that’s the best thing. What I want is you, the tigress. The deal is done. Enter the house. I 

‘ll teach you some tricks. 

Hearing this, Amelia Su’s legs that had already been taken out suddenly lingered in the air: “Ah? Tigress? 

Also, what did you say? Steal?” 



“The front is not important, as for the back, hmph, That bastard made me suffer a lot with this before, I 

must have stolen his mother’s.” 

“But don’t worry, that old thing is already dead, hehe, let’s go and practice.” 

“But… This is not too bad, right?” Amelia Su was a little embarrassed, of course, she wanted to learn, but 

the problem was stealing other people’s things, which was always a bit embarrassing on the moral level. 

“Let’s go, this thing is amazing.” 

After he finished speaking, before Amelia Su could react, Tian Zhiqiongqi had already controlled Amelia 

Su to enter the bamboo house and began to 

teach her how to “steal” it. 

At this time, George Han, with his eyes closed, carefully used his mind and body to go through all the 

mental techniques and magical skills left by the ten people. He did not notice that his body was already 

colorful at this time. . 

These rays of light wrapped it tightly, and then rose all the way, straight through the entire cave, rushing 

into the sky, causing a large amount of five-colored rays of light. 

After all, these were over, George Han was still not idle, and he began to reorganize and cultivate the 

mysterious method that the three had left for himself in advance. 

He still remembers those movements, and his body can move autonomously without even having to 

think about it, but the strange thing is that even if he goes through those mental formulas again, he has 

no idea what they are talking about. , and even some strange pronunciations are still not clear enough 

even now. 

“It’s weird, what’s going on?” 

George Han paused slightly and asked with self-doubt in his mind. 

This cannot be said to be abnormal, but simply against the sky. 

It’s as if no one taught you to count, but you can solve all kinds of high numbers. Isn’t this pure bullshit? 

But now, this unbelievable phenomenon actually happened to me. 

“Could it have something to do with my golden body?” 

George Han seemed to suddenly think of the key to the problem. 

“Or is it the blood of the dragon?” 

They are all part of their own bodies. Naturally, some things that they already knew before did not need 

to be understood by their own brains, and they could rely on instinct to complete the display. 

This is the only reasonable explanation. 

“I know what it is!!” 

George Han suddenly shouted loudly, and then he suddenly opened his eyes… 



 


